Call for Full Manuscripts

“University Social Responsibility in Asia”

*Metropolitan Universities* journal is pleased to partner with the Asia-Pacific Regional Conference on Service-Learning on an upcoming issue, “University Social Responsibility in Asia.” This call for complete, full manuscripts is open to all authors who have experience developing, implementing, and/or measuring university social and economic responsibility initiatives.

About the Issue

*Metropolitan Universities* journal (MUJ) seeks to showcase how urban-identified colleges and universities in Asia are defining and pursuing their social and economic responsibility. This issue reflects the Journal’s commitment to providing an international forum for diverse institutional perspectives on the growing role of community engagement in higher education. We welcome evidence-based manuscripts that examine how higher education in Asia Pacific is being shaped by dynamic social, economic, political, and demographic change that increases attention to university social responsibility. This issue seeks to identify the challenges and effective strategies related to developing and participating in global partnerships, cross-sector and inter-institutional collaboration, and initiatives that are meant to stimulate university intellectual engagement through social and economic development.

We welcome full manuscripts that provide critical, evidence-based studies on university social and economic responsibility initiatives, including programs, policies, and application of ideas at an institutional or system level. Authors should examine efforts that have been in place long enough to show both positive and/or negative results as measured through data collection, research and/or evaluation processes. To allow readers to apply ideas and strategies in other settings, authors should provide a clear description of the challenges and lessons learned. Papers that offer descriptions of social and economic responsibility initiatives without research or evaluation elements will not be accepted.

Focus Areas

- Research-based evidence of impact of urban/metropolitan location and context on institutional mission and identity
- Critical analysis of regional, national, local, and institution specific policies and evidence of their impact (positive or negative) on effectiveness of university social and economic responsibility
• Research on diverse forms, structures, support, characteristics of collaborative academic-community partnerships, including those that operate across multiple sectors
• Research on diverse models of Infrastructure and resourcing to support university social and economic responsibility
• Comparative case studies regarding the forms of innovative initiatives and approaches to research and teaching that involve mutually-beneficial academic-community partnerships
• Alignment of university social responsibility with other strategic priorities such as academic success, research, innovation, interdisciplinary efforts, budgeting, facilities, eco-system for service-learning etc.
• Research on applied scholarship in service-learning and how/if service-learning practices and community-engaged research contribute to outcomes of university social responsibility initiatives
• Evidence based inquiry of the impact of social and economic responsibility activities on traditional notions of university research, teaching, and decision-making

Manuscript Submission Guidelines

We invite submissions of full manuscripts in English by Tuesday, April 30, 2019. Submissions should be prepared in accordance with the MUJ Article Submission and Editorial Guidelines and should be no more than 7,000 words (exclusive of tables, references, etc.). Preference is given to those manuscripts that demonstrate innovation and impact and include perspectives across multiple institutions.

This issue is scheduled for publication in August 2019.

Please direct any questions regarding this issue to our editorial team:

• Guest Editors
  Carol Ma, Singapore University of Social Sciences, carolmasg@gmail.com
  Thera Chiu, Taipei Medical University, thera@tmu.edu.tw
  Lim Tai Wei, Singapore University of Social Sciences, limtaiwei2009@gmail.com
• Executive Editor
  Valerie Holton, vholton@cumuonline.org
About Metropolitan Universities journal

*Metropolitan Universities* journal (MUJ) is the Coalition of Urban and Metropolitan Universities’ *quarterly online journal*. Founded in 1990, the journal disseminates scholarship on cutting-edge topics impacting urban and metropolitan colleges and universities. It is a peer-reviewed, open access publication—which means that it employs traditional methods of evaluating manuscripts while ensuring that those accepted for publication are freely available to anyone interested in the issues and themes covered. MUJ’s readership includes those working to address issues facing modern universities and the communities they serve. Authors bring diverse institutional and professional perspectives to showcasing applications of theory and best practices to these issues.

About the Asia-Pacific Regional Conference on Service-Learning

The 7th *Asia-Pacific Regional Conference on Service-Learning* is hosted by Singapore University of Social Sciences with the support of the Service-Learning Asia Network. It will be held in Singapore from 19 to 21 June, 2019. The conference theme is *Service-Learning: A Lifelong Journey of Social Responsibility*.

The deadline for submission of abstracts for the conference is 10 April, 2019 (Friday) (SGT, Singapore Standard Time) and notification of the abstract acceptance is 10 May, 2019 (Friday). The Asia-Pacific Regional Conference on Service-Learning (APRCSL) was established as a platform for education institutions and non-profit organization in the Asia-Pacific region to share knowledge and experiences in service-learning. It is a biennial conference started in 2007 and hosted in different countries.

In the face of increasing societal and environmental challenges, the need to influence and empower our youths to actively develop and act on their sense of social responsibility is ever pressing. In both academic and co-curricular applications, Service-Learning plays a critical role in tertiary institutions in educating and engaging our youths to develop the knowledge and skills (Head), attitudes and dispositions (Heart) to make life choices that are socially responsible (Habit), in their journey of growth to become leaders in society.

Submission of Abstract or Manuscript

(Taken from http://www.cumuonline.org/what-we-do/metropolitan-universities-journal/submissions-guidelines/)

Metropolitan Universities journal is managed through OJS (Open Journal Systems). To submit an abstract or a complete manuscript, please create an account on the OJS website.

1. Click on “Register” in the upper right of the homepage to create a user account.

Once the account is registered, please go to the “User Home” tab, where you will see Author listed as your role. You can then follow these steps to submit your manuscript:

1. Click on the “New Submission” link to the right of where it says “Author”.
2. Select the type of document you will be submitting from the drop-down list, an “article.”
3. In the “comments for the editor” section, please list the specific issue theme you are submitting an abstract for, for example, “collective impact” or “conference issue.” Click “Save and continue” to proceed to the next step.
4. Following the instructions on the next page, upload your manuscript (Microsoft Word files only).
5. Fill out the author data (if there is more than one author, click “Add Author” at the bottom of this section), the title of the manuscript, an abstract, and the references.
6. Upload any supplementary material you have following the steps from earlier. If not, proceed to the next step.
7. Finally, when your manuscript and information are ready, click “Finish Submission.”

Once the manuscript is submitted, you can go to the “User Home” tab and click on “Active Submissions” to monitor where your manuscript is in the editing process.

You will receive email updates about whether your manuscript has been selected, whether it needs any revisions, and if the editors have any questions about it.

Please contact info@cumuonline.org if you have any technical issues with the online system.